
 Delivery Date:         

           Pickup Date:         

 

AGREEMENT FOR USE OF MIXED WASTE TRAILER/ROLLOFF  

$80 Fee/$100 Fee & $100 Deposit Required  

 

Available April 1st through October 31st   Refund check will be issued within14 

days of dumping the trailer/rolloff,  unless any of the below rules are violated.  

Application and fees must be received 48 hours prior to delivery of trailer/rolloff.  

  

I hereby request use of a mixed waste trailer/rolloff owned by South Ogden City Corporation and agree to 

comply with the following conditions:  

  

1. I am the owner or authorized occupant of the property.  

  

2. I am not a contractor and my need arises from my home ownership. I understand and agree that 

debris from remodeling, renovation or construction work is not allowed to be deposited in the 

trailer/rolloff under any circumstances. Carpet, cabinets, appliances and other remodel debris is 

NOT Allowed.   

  

3. I acknowledge that the trailer/rolloff is to be used only for tree limbs, leaves, shrubbery, and     

grass trimmings, etc., and/or household type items such as chairs, tables, boxes, and other 

miscellaneous garbage. If I have any questions on what is allowed, I will call 622-2900 and get 

clarification.  

  

I agree that I will NOT place stumps, logs greater than 12 inches in diameter or 12 feet in length, or any 

building debris, fencing, concrete, bricks, or any other type of demolition items in the trailer/rolloff.  

  

4. I agree that I will NOT place any toxic or hazardous waste items to include, but not limited      

to, pesticides, herbicides, paints, motor oil, gasoline, antifreeze, batteries, tires, concrete, dirt,     

etc., in the trailer/rolloff.  

  

5. I agree that I will NOT fill the trailer/rolloff above the top of the trailer/rolloff walls. In  the 

event that items are loaded beyond the top of the trailer/rolloff, I agree and acknowledge that I 

will be responsible to remove them.  

  

6. I agree and, as evidenced by my signature affixed below, do hereby release South Ogden  City 

from any and all liability for any damage resulting from City equipment or personnel  being on 

my property to deliver or remove the trailer/rolloff.  

  

7. I agree that I will be responsible for any injuries that may result to individuals using the  

trailer/rolloff or for damages occurring directly to the trailer/rolloff while it is being used on my 

property or at my home.  

  

8. I agree I will NOT move the trailer/rolloff once it is delivered and placed for my use.  I agree 

that the trailer must be delivered in my driveway and the rolloff must be delivered on the road in 

front of my property.  

  



  

9. I understand and agree that if I wish to utilize the trailer/rolloff more than one (1) time during 

any consecutive thirty (30) day period of time that others who have not had the   opportunity to 

use it will have first priority.  

  

10. I agree that I will be responsible for payment of any cost associated with any manual  dumping 

of the trailer/rolloff or sorting of materials that may be required as a result of materials placed in 

the trailer/rolloff in violation of the above rules. I further agree to pay for any damage to the 

trailer/rolloff or costs incurred by placing unauthorized items into the trailer/rolloff, estimated to 

be more than the $100 deposit and $80 fee/$100 fee.   

  

11. I agree that I will pay all costs of court and reasonable attorney's fees incurred in the              

event of any action being filed to enforce any term or condition of this agreement.  

  

12. South Ogden City is released from any and all liability for damages resulting from   equipment 

or personnel being on private property to deliver or remove the trailer/rolloff and any injuries 

incurred by individuals using the trailer/rolloff.  

  

13. I agree that I will pay all costs of court and reasonable attorney's fees incurred in the   event of 

any action being filed to enforce any term or condition of this agreement.  

  

 

By signing, I affirm that I have read and agree to all the stipulations mentioned in the above contract.  

  

  

 

Resident's Name 

 

 

Resident's Signature  

 

 

Resident's Address  

 

 

Resident's Phone Number  

  

 

 

 

  
        PLEASE REMIT TO:   

     
  

   E Carriep@southogdencity.gov   

  O 801-622-2901  

  F 801-622-2902   

  A 5590 South 600 East   

     South  Ogden,  UT  84405  


